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Abstract

Teacisers were Imterviewed &bolt the instructioAal model that served as

the bisis of the First-grade Reading.Croup Study. Their respbtsses were

anályzeito determine differences between control.ind, treatment group

%.

-ftsit

,

taachrs, relattonships of interview respoftes to adjusted achievement, and

the relationships between teacher self-ratings and observed bfthatiors.

A
Although the results were not as strong as espgcted, the tesponses of the

treatment teachers were.more An linewith theftreatment than.were the control

group's responses. There were few clears4ilelationships between interview

responses and adjusted aChtevemente For behaviors that had been most

specificallytdescribed in the treatmetii, the teachers'. self-ratings.correlated

-with observed behavtor. Suggestions1 are made about monitoring teacher

attitudes, and awareness'in future treatment studies. .

es
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This.report describes interview data collected as part of the First-grade

.Reading Group Study, an experimental investigation'of several princitples of

effective teaching in.small groups. The most impoitent data from this study
io

.were based on classroom obselvations and student test scores. Analyses

describing these data, as well as detailed background of the study, may be

found.in Anderson, Evertson, tind Brophy (1979; 'Note 1).

4t

.

Individual interviews were conducted at thi end of ihe year with.each of
.9

27 pacticipataing teachers in order to gaiher additional information to supple-

'ment the classrool.observations. This report discusses the analyses of,thA

interview date to,Fletermines
:, .a

,
.

. A4 I. Differences in responses of teachers in-treatment and control.

groeps; .

2. Relitionshipi between interview 'respoRsis and teaching effectiveness

(as determined by adjusted achtevement scores); .

3. Relationships between teachers' ratings of their behaviors and the

observed behaviors.

BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY .
.

The majo l. o/' ective of the'firstgrade Reading Group Study was to verify

earlier research findings,by.experimentally testing several princ.iples of

instruction.. A second objective was . determine the effectiveness of the
,

treatment in promoting change'in teachei behaviors.
!

The treatment waspan instructional model consisting of 22 principles

believed to- promote effective instruction in small groups in the early grades.

A brief manu'al describing these principles was gtren to 17 first-grade

teachers who agreed To use the iesttuctional model. Ten other.teachers

served as a-control group. Ten of the treatment .teAhers and all of the

control group aere observed regularly thrdugnout the year to-obtain

-3-
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information on implementation of the principles included in'the modelt (The

other seven treatment teacher4 were included to asSeas treatient .tifects on

achleveMent in-the absence Of obserVatton.)
6.

All elasses..were in predominantly middle-elassi-AngtolithOoIsinad.all.

the teachers in

inActOber,

the study were female. 4.

. .the researcheis met with.teachers in the tqatment schbóls

416

and described the purpose'of the study. The teachers mto agreed to
.

I

participate read the manual and Met again with the'experimenters to discuss .

it. There was no further training, and no attempts were ma0e during the year

to "boost" the

their opinicais

treatmedt. During May, teachers yere interviewed and asked for

of the instructional model'and other apects of teachind. Also

*d9rihg May, the'reading achievement of all btudenes was measUred andrthe.

scores were adjusted for entering 'readiness. ,
. The instructional model", developed from the integration orresearch

and kftimledge about how yoNing children function in a.classioom, espeCially in-
.4 0t A .

.
a small group. It was presented to the tdachers as a

,set of guidelines for .

.
. 6

.
teacher management ot reading group instruction. The model was "curriculum

frt.," in that It did not focus on the content or materials'used in teaching

reading, but only on teacher behaviors involved ia managing the grabp as a

whole or r9anaging responses of individual students. The-major rationale for

the model was that each child should redeive as much individual attentioh as

possible in the group setting. A major objective of the model was to.help

teachers achievö an ideal balance between attention to the group and attention

to.individuals.

The podisl was composed of two parts: the first dealt'with management of. #

tho grim') aq a Whole and the second emphasized the responses that teachers

e.14/0 in feedhack to stmients' answe'rs.

-4-



A summary description of *each group of. principles is presented here.'

the materpg given to teachers, eack principle was explained with a rationale

and eeveral examples. More details on the research supporting.each principle;

as wetlas & copy..of the.tdstructional model, marbe.foUnd in a detailed

report oh the studi (Anderson* et al, Mote, t).

Nerview of the,Principlik .

I.', Orgadizetion and Management
.- u.

. Gettitl,phe Chiliren's Attention
I

. .
.

4.
1, The teacher gets everyone's attention before starting the lesson:

2.. Tile children sit with their backs to the/rest ofithe class .while the
.,

.

/)teacker faces the class. _.
. -

$ -. :-.
.

. . it .

a Introducina the Lesson -e
,

. .

.. , . .

-----
.

3. The.teacher introduces the. lesson with a brief overlew. .

. , .

4. The teacher presents new.words'clearly.
. .

-- --- I.: After presenting new wads, the teacher has the children repeat

.

..-

, ..

them.
..

,

6. A demonstratton or explanation precedes t4e children's attempts to
.

a*
.

.

do the work./
Callipg on Children

7. The teacher should work with one child at a time, so that everyone

is checked and.receives feedback.

8. The'teacher should call on children in order rather than randomly..
4

9. Occasionally the teacherlhould question a child about another

'child's response (to keep everyone alert)._

10. .The teacher should mLnimize calling on volunteers.

11. The teacher should discourage call outs and should emphasize that .

each child is responsible for the question asked ,hist.



.12. .The teacher should,avoid rhetorical questions,' answering her.own'
#

. .

questions, or repeating questions. These confuse the children.

Meeting Individual Learnink Needs witthin.the Cron

13. At some point, the'teicher must dectde if takhole group can meet

.the lesson's objectives. If she decides they ,cen, she should hold the group 3.

together, making sure that everyone masters each step before moving on tp the

next step.

14. If the. teacher decides that everyone cannot meet the objectivev. the
4

students who can do so should.be taught through to the end and then .dismissed,

s that the Ceather Can spend more time.with the other children.

(.....
15. An exception to theabove occurs when thg teacher wAnts'to use a.

student who has.mastered ehe ohjective as a model for the. others. '141ere, she

. may retain one In more such students in the proup in drder to carry on a.

dialogue.

rfh. If some oi the children do not succeed in meeting the objectives*

before lesson time is up, atrangements should be made for extra tutorial

help.

II. ItapoitentaAntldintoCliers

The teacher,s4feedback to children's answers depends on 1) the type of

question (whether It requires memory or redsoning), 2) the pace of qNstioning

(whether rapi(1 for drill or slower for more thoughtful questions), and 3) the

answer (correct, incorrect, don't know, or no response).

When the Child does not Res ond

17. Aftexasking a question, the teacher wa1ta for the child to respond

and also sees that otHer chirdren wait and do not call out answers. During
.

raPid pacing, she
1
waits a few seconds and gives thg answer. During the more

.

slowly paced p4rts .of the lesson, the teacher should wait for an answer as
,

S.

-
7
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C.
.yr

long as.she feels that the .0114 Tokint and will sneer, but not Xo long

as to embarrass the child or lose the other chijdren'sattention.

. the,c111d doe* not respond.withiq rfasoiable time, the teacher ,
.

.

shoufd indicate that some xesponse is expected by probing (rpo'yoU kno0").

The teacher hOuld then-simplify (see #19) itcording to the type ofquestion.

When the Child's

.1.8. The teacher

,follow simplification

questions.

Answer is-Incorrect
V.

shoul4 indicate that the answer.is wrong, and then
/ , 1

Procedures outlined below for the twe types of

4-

Simplification Procedures.

19. The appropriate simplification procedure is determined by the type

of questIon.

a. If the question deals with factual knowledge that cannot be reasoned

out, the teacher should give thi answer to the child and then move on.

b. If the iuesitiod is one thei the child could reason out with help, thp

tlacher should prOvide clues or simplify the question. If the clues eiill do
.

. not help the child, he should be given the answer. The teacher should never

ask another child to supply the answer.

When the Child is Correct

20. ,The toacher.should acknoyledge the correctness; and make sure that

everyone else heard and' understood the answer.

Praise and Criticism

21. Praise is important but should-not be used indiscriminately. Praise
el

. thinking and effort more than juit getting the answer, and make praise as

specific and individual as possible.

221 Ctiticism should also be as specific as possible and should include

specification of desfrable or correct alternatives.

C.

8
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# THE iktcHER IFizionew
.

Ti

*The Classroom Observations yielded much valuable informatipn, but the

investigadbrs:Also viented to talk with the teachers about thb treatment arid
a

other aspealk of teaching first-grade reading. Therefote, agwinterview was
4

.%

developed end used with all of.the teachers (bothtreatment and controlr The ,

followingsets ef_questiods were included:

1. Teacher201:ratisofteinstructiotalmodel

The 22*principles in% thellodel were converted to 27 five-point scales.

(Soue of the principles could not be keduced to a single item.) UsIng these

vales, each teacher rated frequencx of Use of each principle. The treatment

teachers knew that.the.principles mere based on the treatment given to them,

.and thq contkal teachers were told that the items were based en somp
.

suggestions about teaching techdiques.

2. Teacher Opinions of iie instructional model

. After completing the ratings, the teachers.reported perceived advantages

and disadi.antages of each.principle. 444,

,
3. Teacher strategies. Several questions were asked about. aspectsof

.. first-grade reading iOstruction that did not directly relate to the

instructional model. These questions were included in prder to slipplement
.

% information'about the instructional.model.
.

The interview questions are listed in Appendix A.
4

The interviewer*wrote down each teacher'S response. For those items that .

. ,

coot4 not be qoahtitied immediately, the investigators constructed 6 set of

catcgorieti with which the responses could be scored and subsequently

analyT.ed.

'This set of categories was developed after reading all of the responses

to a single question, and then listing the..dtmensions or present-absent

9
11.

P.
:

4
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.

categories that distinguished teachers from One another. These categories.

.,. .. .
.. .v

were nominated by two independent readers .Whose suggestions were* then merged
.

1.0 yield several categories ta ba applied,to each question.. Generally, .each

... 'category *as 'applied as a achlitomous (i.e.Areresent-absent) virtable: -for
I

each variable, each teacher's response was stored es "yes, the answer.. .

. .expresses thts" or "no, the answer does not express this." For exaapi; one .

. .

interview question was, "What are the advantages or disadvaltages or/iiving an

omerview before4itarttu the lesson?r. One way of classifying the teachave

answers wis whether or not academit advantages.were mentioned. Therefore,

.2.

each teacher's response to this question was scored for mention of academic

advantages. However, three other ways of classifying the responses to this
. . t

question were also used: "any adva tage at all was noted by the teacher"; "it

aids iwcontrol of the students";

teacher's answer ta,the question a

t, Li not desirabde ot necessary." 'Lich

ut overviews was,also scored for these

other w#Ys of classifying the response,.yielding four variables that could be

S. analyzed.

There were three questions addressed by analyses of the. interview data.

The results are reported separately:

I. Did teachers in the treatmenLana control groups respond

differently, and,-if so, to which qu ns?

2. What were the relationship between responsei on the interview and

teacher effectiveness (as detA0ped by .adjusted achievement scores)?

't Were there relationships between teachers' ratings of their own

behaviors and observation measures of that behavior?

RESULTS

Differences Between'the Treatment and Control Groups

In order to determine if experimental group membership, led to differences



t .
Niv-

"2.:.
. " < 1."

.
IP t

in interview responses, a series of one-way analyses of variance watiterfoimed:
.-

gon each intereiew .vailibte. *Therefore, the resptinsei of the teachers,in each

grow were.comparef tb teachers in the other groups :. treatment-observed;
4,

treatment-Unobseed; alia control. When there was a signi:kant.difference
A

detected Among the three grouts, paired-comparisons were performed to .

.

deiermine where the greatest differences were found. It wai expected that'll*
. .

control group would bekmost differtint'from the two treatment groups, who were,

'expected to be similar to one another. for those interview items that were .

'4direct4çy 'kelated to the inptructional model that was given to the treatment

iroup, it was expectea that esponses of the treatment teachers would be more

in line with the treatment than would be the 'responses of the control'group.

Significia results are listrl -in Table 14
,

`

. Teachers' 1Selfratin of use f the Princi les in the Instructional Model, .

1

47

The 22' pr,I. iples in the i\nstructional.model were cbnverted to 27
1

,
1

five-point scil s on which the ieactfrs rated their frequency of use of the
. .

praciple (5 m very.often, 1 Is almost never). Two:of these 27 ratings were

not analyzed, because. there'was Iterylittle vartenci' (t4e., all of the

4

teachers rated themsalves similarly). When the 25 remaining self-ratings were

compared for the three groups, only eight yielded significant results,(when

..E < .1o). For\only one of the eight siinificant grdup differencep was there a

pignificanr'paired comparison. 'Significant results are listed In'the first

,part. of Table.l.

Since all of the ratings were derived from the inptructional model which

served as the treatment, it was expected \that the treatment teachers would

rate their frequency of .use higher than the control teachers rated their use.

Therefore, the small number of significant findings, although greater than

that expected by chance, was less than had been hypolhésized. However, the

. -10-
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A *

ratidge,thet di4 reveal grouP diffetences.corresponded te thd resültstobtained
F -

Ain the observed-teaCher behavior* of the treatient and contra grodpi were

compared. Thacis, where there were clearldifferences behaviors 'of the
. .

' control and treitment teachers,ethere Wire gederally corresponding differences

0 t teachers' self ratings. .This iiplies Oat the tcpatment teachers were:
,.1... . 0.

of indiscriminately rating_theabelves,high-on all parts of the treatment. _
. ... % /

For all:self-rating variableslexcept one) Where the three-gtoup

comparisodwitseignificant, none of-the paire4 comparisons was significant.

'

However, in.each such case, the order of,the\means Of thethree groups was
. .

that hypothesized: the drder oc,means also-torrisponded:to what, was known
.

:
about observed group ditferencesw. However, differencee.adong the groups On. i

a

the'ratings. were not es Large es the differences letected in *the 'behavioral
f?: :

data. 4.
.

.**

To summarize the results; teachers in the treatment.groups rated..

.themselves.higher than the cOntrol feachers'fer the follOwing prieciples,
4

indiCating Compliance with the instructional model .tinitial:numbers are-

-interview Variable numbers corresponding tO the tables):.

.i.. Seat the students so that th'eir Sias are io tbe rest of the class,

., .
. 4in order to prevent distractions (Principle 2).

. . . . .

5. Present an overview when beginhing a iesson (Prtncipie

.
10. Call oi stddents in order around ..he grouto answer questions.

.(This was rated high bithe observed-treatment group only; the unobserveli-

treatment :. group was very colpparable to the control group on this rating.).

..(PrinciPle 8).
,AP

15. Ignore call outs, or ask.seddents who call out tqlwait to rdspond and

hot to interrupt orhers..(Principle 11).

The teachers in tr.he treatment group rated themselves lower than.did the

.!

11 9

N..

.

.
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0
0

ti 4 COntrof teachers for the following Okinciples, agairi.indicating compliance
,I ,

4 . .

with the'instructional model: *4,
. . . 7... i

12.. Use voluntet6Ifor readingturns (Principle.10).
..;:x.":

21. Ask :another student for Che answer after, the first student has

/
cmswered incorrectly durtng a-drill (There was a significant paired comparison

11

A

for i is variable., with the control teachers rating themselves higher than the

treatment-observed group.) (Principle 19).
4

24. Ask another stient for the answer after the fast student hhs

answered ihcorr4ctly during a slow-paced lesson (Principle 19).

For each of Mese behaviors, there was a significant treeirdent effect
-

when tfie observed behaviors were analyzed. That is, t",tieatment teachers

.really did act more in line with the Vdstruction 'model than did the control
ON.

: teachers, and they.also rated thfr perfo ce accordingly.
C.

For one principle, "TeacAer repp#ia student's correcCanswer" (variable
. . . .

,

.. i'.

: . 25), control teachers rated theluse higher than.thp treatment teachers,
.. .

...- 1 , ,

'wbidh ts Oposite to -the vdeopudendation of the treament.. However, the
. .

_

observational data matched.thc serf-tatings in that conCra teachers did use
-

answer rei)etition more, contrary to expectationi.
4

1 Teacher's Opinions of Principles in the fnstrUctional Model
4. -

For each of:the 27 ratings, the teachers were asked to name advantages

:And disadvantages of the princ4le or part of a principle that was described.
. .

.

er oThese questions were epen-ended, and ihe interview nted wha ver the

\ Eeachet said. These answers'were categorized according to t4 yrocedures
\

&scribed abOve, Ind they resulted in 9i 'variables. Of these, only 13

.signiftifcant group differences at 2 < .10, which represents a level

only slightly greater than chance. Of these 13 significant finding's, 'only two

of the variables yielded's4nificant paired comparison's.

Nee.

r 13
-12-
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.1

. Only four oI he 3if4 cant findings could be asily related to the

.tteatment cotte.nt. Thif is, for!these four variable , theopinions offered by
c

the treetient teachers correeponded much more.te.tfie rationale giVen in the

r ,>,-tieatment_materials than did the opinions offered by the controlIttschers.

4.

.

Treatmentsteachers said the followirig more often than control teachers,.
/

Aindicating agreement with the instructional model:
'

, .,. /
.

.

50. A staldard signal for group transitions aids in class control

,,- -

(rinciple O. . I IP!' f
.. -,-

.(1

41 .

e ' 58. An advantage f seating the group with students backs to the rest of
i

. 4.
,

group is not distracted by the dlass (The treatment-.
I

4

tthe class is that

obseyved group oely said this; Prindiple 2). ,

169. Students who receive specific praise are more likely to.know Why they

are being pr.aised (Principle 21:).

4.

The treatment teachers saiid the.following less often than.the coatról

teachers, indicating agreement iwith the instructional model:
,)

65. It is unnecessary and undesirable to present in overview andtelt

siudints what mill be covered at the beginning of t4ti- lesson (Principle 3).

There were nine other significant group diffeAences for this section of

the interview, but they were not as easily related to the content of the

treatment or to group.pemiership. Often, the control group was not clearly
.

\ different from the two treatment groups, who often differed from one another.
r,

These significant variables ,axe listed in tilie second section of Table 1:

Teachers' Descriptions of,Strategies, Currtculum, and Materials

additión to eliciting the teacher's opinions about the principles in

.
.

the instructional model, several questions were asked about 'other strategies,

cuiviculums-and materials.- These questions were added because the

investigator, were curious about several othet aspects of teaching first-grade

-13- 1.4
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.

reading, and hopod that the additi onaleinformstion could be used in a revised,

0
expanded instructional model:

These additional que3tions yielded 129 iariables! Of these, 25 were
,

significant at a level 4 < .10: Two of these 25 could be reiated.to soma

*

extent to the instructiohal model:

207. Treatment teachers.weie more likely than 'control.teachers to say that

criers oi inability to answer a comprehension qtiestion shouabe responded to

by having the student reread the question with special Instructfons. This is

comparable to giving a clue followiag an error (as recommended in 'Principles

17 - 19).'

228..Treatment teach.-. were more likely than control teachers.to say that

they didn't like to ask anotker child for the answer following an error by the.

first resOondent-(also as 'disc ssed in Principles 17 - 19).

The other 23 significant findings did not reveal any iystematic pattern
:t

that differentiated the treatment and control teachers. These variables are

Listed in.third section.of Table 1.

Summary of Differences between the Treatment and Control Gtoups.

For several variables, the teachers in the treatment grOtip responded to

. %

luestions about the treatment in the expected wdy. WhenjOiperences.were

detected betwee9 the treatment and control teachers' self-4atings of use of

the treatment principles, there were generally corresponding difterences in

the.obtiervation measures. Ho*ever, these differences were found only for

parts of the instructional model that were very specific and well-defined.

There were not many differences between the treatment teaahers' and control

teachers' opinions of the principles. There were no systematic pateerns

presept for other questions about strategies and curriculum that :

differentiated the'groups of teachers, except for two instances in which

-14-



treatient teachers were more likely to refrain from asking,other students for 2.

all answer after one student had answered incorrectly. 'This was. fn line wiih
.. ..

.
. .

, the. treatment (Principle 19). In summary, group differences in attitude and

perceptiops were not .extreA1*(46 significant Slain effects were'obseryed when

about 25 were expected.by chance), but they were,very consisteut with

expectations based on the conteat of the treatment (i.e., t responses of the

treatment teachers were more inline with the treatment principl than 900

responses of the control teachers).
4.*

RELATIONSHIPS OF.INTERVIEW RESPONSES WITH ADJUSTED ACHIEVEMENT

In' eider to determine if responses:to the interview were related to

effectiveness.(defined here as greater class mean adjusted achievement), each

interview variable was compared to the Metropolitan, Total Reading score by

means of.linear regression analyses. This seiies of,analyses tested main
4.

effects as well as interactive relationships (in which.the mean entering.

readinest-level of the elass influenced the relatIonship between achievement

and the teacher's response). A full explanation of the regression,models and

the stlistical colaparisons may be found in Anderson et. al. (Note 1).

There were 538 11-tests computed (one

for a linear, relationship for each of 269

test foTLAriteraction acid one test

valid ine4eiew variables). Of

these 538 teits, only 41 yielded results significant.at a level of II< .0.

This was slightly fewer than would be expected by chance. 1

Most of the results that were significant did not form a sensible ;

Paftern,.and therefore are not discusssd here. Table 2 lists those varkables

which demonstrabed a ignificant relabionship with achievement.

However, two sets of significant variables were internally cons4tent.

First, of the 25 self-ratings.eompleted by the teachers, six were

giguiticantly related to achievement. These corresponded either to'those

a



.

relationshipsound when actual observed behaVior was related to achievement
A

or.to specific suggestions in ihe instructional model.
.

The lollowing self-ratings showed positive linear relationships with

achievement:4

3: Seat children t,the reading group with their bacia er_tp the retit of

the class (Principle"2).

' R. Explain neW activities step by step with questions at each istep

()rincipld 6). .

4 -.
4.

16. Dismiss.rapid learners from the group.in Orderto spend more time

.teaching the lesson's objectives to the slower learni14.1Principle 14).

The following variables shOwed negative relationahips with achievement,

.which also indicates agreement wiAthe instructional modeli

21. sin a drill, if a child doesn't answer.correctly, give a clue

(erinciple 19).

24. i a slower lesson, when a child doeseq.answer correctly,.ask

another student (Principle 19).

,The following variable-showed an interactive relationship. with

'achievement: positive slope for classespwith higher entering readiness, but

,

a'flat relationship for Classes with lower entering readiness. This

interactive pattern was also present when the observational data were

analyzed:

15. When.call outs occur, ignore them or remind the child to wait his

turn (Principle 11).

The second cluster of significant and interpretable findings described.
.

reiationshiph hetween achievement and the teaclets-' opinions of advantages and

disadvantages of the instructional model. Fottr vatiables suggested that more

effective teachers saw advantages to using sustaining feedback to errors

4.
-16-
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(i.e..giving.clues or asking a simpler question to the same child, rather

than asking a second student for the.insWer). This technique intr diecussed.in

Norinciples 17-19. The following variables demonstrated a positFiVe

relationship.with actirevement:

132. A disadvantage to giVing *the anseer during a drill if that kids don't

v%learn hoW.to Oink or figure things out.

152. A disadviatage was named for.asking another ptudent.during a

_ slow-p ed lesson....

, 154. n a slower-paced-lesion, it is better to heip a chilli and give clues
.4. .

1
4*.

rather than asking another student.

\
The 'ollowing variable showed a negative relationship with achievement:

C\... 'A30. An. a dvantage wOs named for asking another student for the answer in a

e

.

slow-paced lesson.

. ThU rest of the interview*produced.variables descs..bing teachers'

.

strategies, curriculumo.and materials. Again,.the significant findings from

this section did not form an easily interpreted pattern.
r

It is somewhat surpil.sing that the.interview yielded few meaningful

relationships with achievement' for this last section (strategies, Iturriculum,

and materials). It wasexpected ihat teacher's who responded in a more
.

thoughtful or Rroactive mannee would be the more effective teachers. It .1%,

possible that the system.used.to score the interview

into bipolar cafegories) vias.not fine-grained enough

important differences., This was probably compounded
ak

(classifying responses

to detect subtle but

by the fact that the

responses that were.scored were handwritten by the interviewers while talking

with the tlAcher: The interviewers were abstracting the content of the

teacher's answer order to quickly write down the ieportant points, but they

may have been leaving out some.important details. At any rate, this approach



V

does.not 'see& to be a useful one.for uncovering important relationships with

.. . ...
. .

achieveinent. However, the main.puttpose ot the interview was not do thiso'butt.
. .

to gather tnfoimatLoa.4bout the teacher's Use of the ihstructional.model.

t

Accordingly, the sections of the interview tHr were directly keyed to the

.
mode. yielded more tilingful late. e

..

.
.

Relationithips be ween Teachers' Self-ratinos and Observed Behaviors

...
In order to conftm the validity of the teachers' self-ratings of

4 .

frequency oikuse, obse vational variables measuring implementation\of.the
. .

principles'were compared to teachiteacher's ratings of her implementation. The
. %..

-..

.

pairs oi sCores were correlated with each other to determine how closel,
.

. .

.rels4ed were the teachers' perceptions of their behavior and the actualA

behavior.

Thirty combinations of ratings ana pbsprvatiodal variables are 11/sted in

Table 3. Although it was expected that all of theie would be relateeto some

extent (because they were-selected on that.basis), only'12 of the 30 yielded

"signifigant correlations at ja< .05. .

..* .

.

Listed below are, those prifibiples from the instructional"model for which

some significant relationships were.found (i.e., the teachers' ratings

corresponded to their actual behavior):

1. Use a standard signal aa ariattention-gettek to begin a lesson

(Interview variable 2):

2.. Seat students in the reading group w th their backs to the rest of -
J.

f
the class (Interview-variable 3).

s1/4.

0

5. Have stedents reyeat new words before they are expected to use them

in the lesson (interview variable 7).

.As Work with'one student at a time, minimizing group responses

(Interview variable 9).

-18-
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0

8. Use ordered.turns.to select students to answer (Interview variable

10. Minimise use of volunteers (Interview variables 11-13).

17-19. Student, errors should be followed by sustaining feedback or by
it.

the teacher giving die Student the aeswer, not by asking another student for

. the answer (Interview varieliles 22-24).

4

Those principles for which no. significant relationships were found
N%

-(t.e.,the teachers' ratings did not predict correeponding behivior) were:
A

3.. Use an Overview to begin the lesson (Interview variable 5).

4. Present netrwords at.the beginning of the.lesson,. rather than during

it (Interview.%;iiAble 6)..;
,

4: Preseet new activities'with a detailed ezplaeation (Interview '

1.variable 6i..
9; Occasionally, to, maintain attention, ask a second gtudent to comment

4. on the answer glven.by the firit student*(Interview variable.t4).'

20. Makesure all students in the grout+ heard ind understood correct s

II

answers (Interview variable 25).

21. Specify desirible behaviors when.praising (Interview variable 26).

22. Specify desirable behaviors when criticizing (Interview variable

2 VI.

For the most part, the principles that showed stronger relationships

bet en self-ratings and observed behaviors were also tilose'principles for .

which a stronger treatment effect was evident (i.e., the.treatment teachers'

behavi rs were significantly differeet.from the.control teachers) These

principles descriaid fairly specific behaviois involving interactions with

single students (such as selecting then' to answer and responding to stedent

answers with feedback.)

4

20



T4st8 were *performed for interactions with treatilient.gioup vemborshii to

deterTIne if relationships between self-ratings and behavior wern stronge r in

'the treatment group tHisrin the control. group. (We hypothleized that the

treatiaent teachers would.haire been more awere of their behaviors in these'

areas, since they had been asked to perfOm in specific ways.) However, no.

significant interactions were detected.. Of course, with only ten teachers in

- each group, thetest for intiraction was ve..7 weak. In future studiee where

teachers' behaviors are influenced by provisioi ef informexion and euggestions

for instructional etrategieso'it would be interesting to determine if teachers

aa treatment group become more aware of their own teaching behaviors.

...

.

.

. Discussum
4

. .. :!.*
Th4 interview data did lhot yield very much additional information to that.

.

; .

obtained by analyses.of the'observational data...! It may,be that the approach

used to record and then score the teachers' responses foiced so much

generalization that meaningful.de;ails were losG... However, many of the
-

Significant-meats for variables derived directly tram the treatment formed

easily jnterpreted patterns that-supeorted analyses of,the observational data.

Trohably the most valuable results ofe:the.interview data were.from the

teachers' self-ratings. Although the correlations with actual behavior were

l

not as high as expected, this may have heen dueln part to a lack:of exact
. .

. .

matching of measures. That is, the observational variable did not exactly

reflect the rating scale, although each was based on the same principle. This
a

reflects more basic questiond when evaluating a9y eftort at translating advice

Into practice and then evaivating ihe Procedure: Whai are the best ways

(i.e., most valid and most reliable) to ieasure the behaviors on which ydiu are

foclAing, and low can measures from different sources be equated?

Despite the lower than expected rate of significant ffadings, the results

-20-
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of the interview data do support the following conclusions:

1. tf the behaviors are definedespecifically enough, teachers are fairly.

;

°
accurate in rating.thilir own behaviors.

J .. .

...

2. Teachers' behaviors.and.attitudes (at least.as refl cted 171Anterview.
.

..'responses) can be isflnenced by a minimal treatment sUch:as. given in this" .

Study. The ireatment teachers' explanations for and opinions of strategies
.

Al, q
were more likely thanthe control teachers' to correspond to the information

they had been 'Oven at teginnidg of the year.

Mitman (Note 2) reporte interview data from a similai study in which

teachers were given a treatment based. on earlier research, and their befiavinis

and. student achievement were measured (conducted by the Progrem for Teaching

4
Efffectiveness at Stanford). In the interviewo.the teachers were asked to

descrtbe ohm:get:4n their WU teaching behavfor as a result of the treatment.
. .

Tte teachers in the treatment groUp reported "dremptic inereases" in the.use

of.the prescribed behaviors in each of three major areas, but the

observational data did not'support this. *_This suggested to the author that

-the self-report data pad little vaiidity.' This is in Contrast to the results

reported from the First-grade Study, where teacher's self-reports of use did

correspond to at Least some of the observational measures. Perhaps the

First-grade Study interview was more specific about components ok the

treatment. In Mitman's analyses, results are repotted only for the three

major clusters of treatment principles, not for the separate principles. For

other areas,of teaching, however, Mitman found-that the teachers' reports pere

more' accurate, and she suggested that the teachers' answers about the

treatment may have been affected by a strong response bias. This bias

apparently vas not as strong with the First-grade Study 4ata, perhaps because

the interview did not focus on the treatment'process ilEse, but rather on the

-21-
22
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4

specific behaviors included in the treataailt. 4

In Mitmen'i data, none of the Interview variables correlated meaningfUlly-
. 4.

mIth reeldualised student achievement outcomei, alinding that is compartple

to the data tePorted from the *First-grade Study. °

Mikman did not compare the respOnses of the teachersin rhe treatment and

control groups, so no comparison with'these First-grade analyses can be dade.

An additional area was-probed bi Mitman but was not ineluded in the

First-grade Study interview: the teachers' opinions of the training process.

The teachers,' responses to questioris aimut the utility Of two treatment nodes

and the difficulties of impleienting the treatment due to institutional .

;

factors provided.important information for other researchirs elanning a,

comparable experimental study.idclassrooms.

In future, efforts such as the First-gradt Reading Group Study, where*

teachers Are-given research-baied information and changee in their behavior

are monitored qhrough the year, it would be valuable'to do a.more thorough and

1
precise job of assessing their attitudes 6:ward the content and process of,the

-
(;.

treatment. If substantial changes iiteaching practices are the goal of such a

1

study (at least, 'forjpart of a sample of teachers, since many teachers do not

need to make drastic changes), then both attitudes and behaviors must be

considered.

-22-
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.-Significant Results ot Compitrieed4Of Mean Scores on Interview Responsed .

=--
.

. *c ..
.

....i
--:.

of Treatment and Contiol Groups:-

1

4, Ihterview Var.
.questioe No. Interview Ream!? "-,F it

. - .X
.1
SD X SD X SD

-

.. .t .
. : Silt wtati.DS, . . S..

. * '...
.. .

Treatment- Treatment -
Control Observed Unobserved r
Group, Group. Group

Bel

3 3 Childten in. group with
backs to class (self
rating) .4.03 .03 2.10% .99 3.50 1.27 3.29 1.25

1
,hi

*%4 5 5 Tells children what .1
.

.will be covered tn
group (self rating)/ 5.36 .01 2.30 '1.16 2.90 :74 3e71 ..49

'". .
.

10 10 Calls on -children in
order (self rating) 6.65 .01 2.10 1.29 3.80 .42 2.00 1.73 .

4
.12 12 Choose volunteers for

reading turns (self .

.rating) 2.61 .09 1.70 1.06 .80 .79 1.43 .79
.

/

15' 15 Ignores call outs or
.

reminds child to wait I .

(self rating) 5.09 .01 2.60 1.07 3.60 .52 3.57 .53F.
i

21 21 In drills, if child ,

...-does not know the
answer, teacher asks
other (self rating) 8.35 .00c 2.90 .74 1.50 .71 2.57 . .98

,IN,M11.11Moa f.



Interview
Questiona

24"

25

t.)

2

2

3

28

Var.

No. Interview Response b.

24 In slow lessons, if
child doesn't know
answer, teacher .asks-
'other (sell rating).4
- . .

25 .Teacher repeatErstu-
dent's correct ariewer
(self rating)

" Temberi"oploioos of

50 Standard signal for
group transitions adds
in class control

%

Table 1 (cont.)

5.92 .01

2.48 .10

Instructional model

54' Some disitdvantage

noted for standard sig-
nal to get attention
in group

56 Standard signal tO
get attention unneces-
sary as student should
know to pay attention

58 When children sit
with backs to class, .

group isn'i distracted
by class

3.25 -.05

5.39 .01

23.41 .00

6.36 .01 '4'

Treatment-
.

Control Obsirved
,Group. Groutv,

TreatAnt-
Unobserved

Group

X SD X SD X SD

..

2.80 .79 1.40 .97 1.71 1.11 .

I

3.00 .94 2.70 .82 1.86 1.46

30 ;.48 .80 .42 .71 , .49

.50 .53 .30 .48 1.00 0.00

0.00 0.00 .10 .32 .86 - .38

.40 .52 1.00 0.00 .43 .53



Interview
.Question,

Var.
- .

No. Irterview Responesb'

5 65

7 72

h4

7 74

NO
1

16 116

19 130

19-24 160

46

19-24 162

- 30

It is unnecessary or
undesirable for teacher
to'tell students what
will be covered

4

Academic advantages
result when chiliOren
repeat new words

It'is time-consuming,
orihg, and unnecessary

for students to repeat'
new words

.

Setter to split group
permanently or tutor
than dismiss rapid
learners

Aw

In drills, giving the
answer keeps lesson
pace quick.

Use of teaching tech-

niques depends on aca-
demic/intellectual kid
traits

Use of teaching tech-
nique depends on child,
lesson, or question

6

Table 1 (conte)

COntrol
Group

I

Treatment-
-Observed

Group

.

Treatment-
Unobserved'

Gyoup

F
it X SD X SD

.

X SD'

4.00 .03 .60 .52 .30 .48 . 0.00 0.00

3.16 6 .40 .52 .30 .48
.

.86 .38

0

4.31 .02 .30 .48 0.00 0.00 .57 .53

2.76 .08 .32 .20 .42 .57 .53

a.

2.62 .09 .10 .32'. .50 .53 .14 .38

9.45 .00 .20 .42. .10 .32 .86 .38

2.93 .07 .60 .52 .30 .48 .86 .38
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Intervie
Nestio

-
Var. .

No. Interview Responseb

25 168 Better few student to
repeat correct answer

4

Table 1 (cont.

.
. .

:: . Treatment - -Treatment--
I' . . Control Observed . Unobserved

4. . Group, Croup Group

than teacher 3.07 .06

26 169 When teacher uses speci-
fic praise, student
knows why he/she was
praised 2.78 .08%

Teachers' ,ftecripiione of strategies,
curriculum, and materials

74 35 Teacher rating of
importance of.group
discussions with reader

)6 37 Teacher rating of
'importance of games
with reader

,

80 40 Teacher rating of
importance of silent

/
reading with.pre-primer

80 41 Teaqher rating of
importancwof silent
reading,with reader

32

2.82 . .08

3.05 .06

.

3.13 .06

r

3.49 .05

.

.X

.10

.20

SD X

.60

.70

SD

III

.32

. .42

.52

t. ..48

2.00 1.12 3.00 .82

2.70 1.42 1.60 1.17

1

2.22 1.72 -3.60 .70

.

2.67 1.50 4.00 0.00

.X SD
..... 111

.43 .53

.43 .53

1.)*

3.00 1.15

3.00 1.15

ee/f

2.00 1.91

3.00 1.41

33



interview Var.
Quettion*- No. Interview Responseb

.

4!..1

....

t

39

.41

43

46

50

54,55

. 5/

4

178

186

.

.

.

192

199

207

221

'228

Witcher likes Economy.
phonetics/skills
appr 1.62

Supplementary readers
were used at home 4.97

Listifting centirs were
i

used more than once -

weekly 3.23
.

Other retding activ-
'ities were provided
three.tims. weekly or
less. 2.69

If student can't
answer comp question:
student rereads with
special instructions 5.28

!

Whether teacher givet
phonics or context
clues depends on wind ,2.82

Teacher hardly eler
asks other student for
answer --doesn't ltke to 1 5.65

ge,

Table 1 (Cotit.)

4'

Trea0Ment- Treatment-.

Control Observed Dnobseeved ,
Group, Group Group .:.

. X SD X X SD

.09

...02

.06'

.09

.01

.08

.

.01

4

.10

.90.

.

.60

.40

.

.20
.

.50

0.00

.

:32

.32

.

.52

.

.52
,

.42

.53

0.00

.

:.

.

.

. .50

.30

.

.10

.

.50

.80

.70

.

.60

.53

.48

.32

.53

.42

.48

.52

-

.

i

40"

.14,

,

.43

,,29

.

0.00

.

.

.29

.14

.29

.38

.53
.

.49

.

0.00

.49

.38

(
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'Interview Var.
Questiona No.

36

59 235

63 144

246

66 253

77 269

83 280

Inierview Responseb

Form reading4roups at.

beginning of yeac.by
teacher -made tests

Te.acher timejs divided
.equally among grOups

Call-groups in same .

orderevery day

Teacher states rules
about:not interrupting .
reading group ahead of
time.

Games keep students
intdrested, motivated

ROread when story is
difficult in-relation
to the student's 8111.1-
ities

4 / 283 To motivate student
ii provide rewards,

checks., praise, pre-
ferred activities

eV

84 287 A Cognitive approach
of vesponsibility and
challenge can.motivati

.Table 1 (cont.)

1*

TreatMent-
Control .0bseived
Group .. tioup

Treatment-
Unobserved

Group

X
. .

SD X SD X,

4.

SD

3.92 .03 .30 .48 0.00 0.00. . .57 .53
*I

. .

5.38 .01 ' 9.70 - .48 .40 .52 : 0.00 0.00 t-

2:93 .07.. .40 t.52 .70" ..48 .14 .38 .

3.82 .04 .30 .48

a

:30 .48 .86

4426 .03 .30 .48 .10 .32 .71 .49

7.10 .00 .60 .52 0.00 0.00. .14 .38

3.25 .05 .70 .48 . .20 .42 .29 .49

3.47 .05 .30 .48 .70 .48 .14 .38

4
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;At
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Interview
..Questiona

85

Var.
No. Interview Respoeseb

*

289 To control classroom
-.during.reading, set

rules and disCuss

85 291 *To control classroom

.86

during reading, punish
bad behavior, unfin-

- ished. work .

214 Personal involvement
is beneficial for teach4.
ing slow students to.
read

91 319 Basals give student

91 321

93 327

strudtuse, continuity

Basals are easier for
new teachers, give
something to follow

Recommend changes in
basal series to create -

a higher interest level

OM1.

t

Table 1 (cont.)

Control
Group

S.

3.10 ..06 ," .40

2.69, .09 .36

4.61 .02 .56

2.69 .09 -.50

1407 ao

2.69 .09 .50-

,

a
See Appendix A for the questions asked during the inter:/iew."..

.52

.4

.53

.53.

.32

.53

b
These categories were used to score the responses of individual teachers.

/1

'Treatient- Treatment
Observed. Unobserved
Cron . Group

X

.30"

'1 SD X

.86

.

.

.

.38

.50 .53 o.00 0.00

r

0.00 2%9 .49

.30 .48 0.00 0.00.

.60 .52 ..43 .53

.30 .48 0.00 0.00

If a teacher's answer to,a given question

was judged to reflect a jeneral.category associated with th:i\uestion, then a s

for that response category.

413

core off! was assigned to the teacher

1

If the ansver did not reflect the general response, a 0 was assigned.

..4111WAN

INYO
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Table 1 (cont.)

-

csignificant paired.comparisota, Centrel> Tieatment-obeerved

4
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.
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'OS

4

3

0
4 ' Table 2

Interview Variables That Showed a Significint RelatiOnship

with Adjusted Metropolitan Total Reading Achievement

(N 27)

interv4er Var. .

Nestion Interview Responseb

,

. .

8

15

16

8 .

15

16

!

,

.

.21 21

24 24

34 34

9 78

16 112

125

Se1frlatings(3-point scalei)

Present nei actiyites
with a stfp-by-step
ekplanation

Ignore gal ). outs or rempd
studeRtelo wait their.turns

Dismiss rapid learners from.
tha group in order to spend
more time with slower learners
on that lesson's objectives

s

of ielations

linear it

In drills, if k child does not
know the answer,.the teacher

.

, asks another child -

In slow lessons, if a child does
not know the a9swer, the teacher

.asks another child

Rating of importance of group
discussionewith a preprimer
level group

Teacher Opinions of Instructional Model

There are academic advantages to
working with one child at a time .

There are advantages for lower
ability students in dismissing
rapid learners from the group

1

Tutoring students is beneficial
because they learn from individ-
utilization and practice

441%,

0 .03

... .02

.02

4

.01

,0 .03

.02

.04

.04



Interview Var.
Question .No.

19 132

Table 2 (cont.)
ea

Type of.Relationship
Interactive

Interiaiw lesponse 4 Linear Alia! Low
4

In drias, giving students the
answer prevents them from having to
think and figure if out
(a disadvantage)

24 150 In a slow lesson, advantage named
in asking Other students foil: the
answer after an etior

24 152 In slow lessons, a disadVantage was
named for asking another student
for the answer after an error

+ .

Teachers' Descriptions of Curricaluis,'"\
Materials, Strategies

4, 193 The time spent.in the listening,
center varies depending on t
students' needs.

52 214 When a child is Irraid to txy'e
word, the *lecher gives clues

59 235 'Reading groups ame formd at the.
beginning of the year In the basis
of teaCher-made tests

69 258 Word ricognition drill is led'.
important by the ;ime students
reach the resider level because' they
have decoding skills

81 277 The importance oreilent reading
T 'depends on the ability of the
student .

84 283 TO motivate students, the teachers
should provide rewards, checks, other
preferred activities

85 293 Number of suggestions made for
. controlling the class during reading

86 296 Rewards, points, progress charts, and
praise are beneflcialcin teaching slow
students

87 306 In teaching accelerated readers, one
should encourage a lot of reading

tt
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Tabl 2 (cont.)

Interview Var.
. luestion No. Interview Response

$9 314 Reading groups aroknot i Alvidualized
enough

91 317 Baial readers alloW for systematic
coverage, of skills in th4 proper
sequence

95 337 Teacher recommends to ixt-year's /
teacher to allow lowei ability. .

tudents*to, work at/their Own level,
4 ,

103 346 Teacher had addit onal comments and
suggestions abou teaching at the
end of the Ante view .

.

Linear

of Rel tioishi !

eract vs

.
,

lt

. .
4

4

IMP

0

I.

..01;

'.03

.04

.04

4

4.

.
Note. WIrn the linear (common slopes) test.was significant, the slope of .the line

is given under the heading "linear." If the test for interaction with entering

ability was algnificant, the slopes for both the higher-ability and lowerwebility

classes are reported. When the interaction test was significant, the separate slopes

. are*reported if they.4howed at least .40 units of change in the criterion for each

unit of change in the phdictor.

a
See Appendix A for questions asked during the 'interview.

.1

.These categories were used to score the responses of individual teachers. If a

teacher's answer to a given question was judged to reflect a general category

associated with that question, then-a score of 1 was assigned 'to the teacher for th*

sesponse category. If the answer did not reflect the general response, a 0 was'

assigned.

_37.
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Var.
No. Interview Response a

p.
2. Uses standard signal

.to call stOdents'

attention in group
(self Wing)

3. Seats children in group
with backs to class
(self rating)

5. Tells children what will
be covered in group
(self rating)

6. Presents new words at
beginning, rather than
during, the lesson

7. Has children repeat new
words (self rating)

4
Table 3

LIilationships between Teachers' Self Ratings

and Observed'llehaviors

Prin-
ciple If SD 'Observation Variablesb

1 2.45 107

2 : 2.80 1.29

lt

3 2.60 .97

4 3.00 1.14

.

5 2.75 1.22

Average rating: % stu-
dents attending to signal
at beginning of lesson
(kelpoz, koz)

Percent of. lessons in
which an attention getter
was used.to begin the
lesson

Average rating:. student
seatingAlmost appropri-
ate,,kleast appropriate)

Percent of lessons in which
there 'was no overview to
to start the lesson

Percent'of lessons in which
new words were given at the
beginning, rather than dur-
ing; the lesson

Percent of new words'that
were repeated by the stu-
dents before the lesson
.started

4

3.73

SD r

-.15 AS.19

.08 .07 .47 .03

2.45 *72 .49 .03

.58 .20 .00 ns

.73 .26 -.11 ns

.37 .31 .49 .03

45

1

I.

1
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4
Var. a

.Prin-
No. Interview ResRonsea ciple 1E SD

..

8. Ex4ains new activities S*
itip-by-step (self.

,

. rating)
44.

9. Works with one child at 7
a time (self rating)

10. Calls on children in
order (self'rating)

11. Chooses volunteers fur
academic questions
(self rating)

6 12. Chooses volunteers for
reading turns (self
rating)

8

10

Table 3 (cont.)

3.35 ..651

3.00 .77

ob

2.95 1.24 .

1

4.

2.65 .96

1.25 .99

Observation Variableb

Percent of activities that
were intioduced bra teacher
demonstration

Aveiage rating: suffi-
cieicy-of demonstration.
(5111most sufficient, luleast.
sufficient)

Rote (per minute of lesson
tine) of choral responses

Rate (per Minute of lesson
time) of group call outs

Rate (per minute of lesson
time) of individual
response opportunities

Percent of total selec -
tions that were ordered
turns

Percetit of selectionsjor
single questions that were
ordered

Percent of selections for
reading turns th474ere
ordered.

Percent of selections for
single questions that were
given to volunteers

Percent df selections for
reading t ns that were
given unteers .

0)

.92

2.67

SD

.11

.54

r

-.08

-.12

2.

us

ns

.14 .10 -.46 04

.20 .14 -.72 <.01'

2.83 .42 .24 ns

.48 .29 ..70 <.01

.46 .28 .61 <.01

.57 .33 .77 <.01

.15 .11 -.15 ne

.10 .11 .55 .01

A
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. Table 3 (cont.)

Var. Prin-
.

No.. Intervie Repsonsea tipls , IE SD
,

.

13. Chooses volunteers for 10 2:55 .97
personal experiences

.' (self rating)

14. Asks child to comment
on another's response
(self rating).

22. In slow lessons, if
child doesn't know
answer, teacher gives
answer (self rating)

41.

23. In slow lessons, if
child doesn't know
answer, teacher gives
clue (self rating)

46

04

9 2.30 .78 -

O.

17-19 2.25 1.13

'Observation Variableb

Percent Of selections for
-personal questions thei were
given to ,volunteers

Percent of questions that
were requests for comments
about another sutdent's.
answer .

Percent of total incorrect
answers followed by the
teacher giving the answer
to the student

Percent of incorrect answers
in reading turns follOwed by
teacher giving the answer to
studeet

Percent of incorrect answers
to single questions followed
by teacher giving the answer
to the student

17-19 3.15 .79 - Percent of total incorrect
answers followed by clue
feedback

Percent oftincorrect answers
in reading turns followed by
clue feedback

Percent of incorrect answers
to single questions followed
by clue feedback

li SD r

.26 .22 -.19

.00 .00 -.19

.35 .14 .24

.

.54 .20 .07

.17 .05 -.45

.24 .09 -.24

.18 .10 -.53

:30 .11 .21

ns

ns -

ns

.04

ns

.02

ns

4 9

.
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a

Var..

. No. Interview Response*

24. le slorlessons, -if
'child 'doesn't

answer, teacher asks
other (self rating) .

25. Teacher repeats students
correct answers (self
rating)

26. When praising, teacher
specgies.what was good

. (self rating).

27. In criticism, teacher
specifies what should
havebeen done (self
rating)

Table 1 (cont.)

Prin-.-..

SD.ciple

17-19- 2.10 ,

20 ... 2.45 .85

21 '3.20 .81

2.95 1.00

as.

Observation Variable')

Perceet*of ow *incorrect
answers followed by the
teacher asking another
studeni

Perceiii.of-incoirect answers
to single questions followed
by the teacher asking another
student

Percent of ansWers followed
by repetition of the &newer

Percent of total praise that
was specific

Percent of behavior praise
that was specific

Percent of behavior contacts
that were specific

iD r

.11 .:26 ns

.21 .1Z .43 .06

.22 .08 .27 ns

'r

.04 .04 -.35. ns

.39 .39 .08 ns

.09 .06 -.36 ns

a.

ese categories were used to score the responses of indiVidual teachers. If a teacher's.answer to a given question wai

judged to reflect a general category associated with that question, then a score of I was assigned to the teacher for that

.response category. If the answer did not reflect the general response, a 0 was assigned.

b
Variables were derived from observation system used to record implementation of the.treatment.

50

14
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Appendix
-

*Thai Teacher Interview

*/. Ssilf -ratings (The teachers rated't4ir frequeCi of use of eachsuggetitionIrom the instructioial model4li

1. Use the Same, standard-Signallery
day, delivered to the group as

.

a whole, to call the children to the vols.!).
.

41

2.. Use the same, standard signal.every day to call the children to .attention once they're in the grOup.

Seat the children in the group with their backs to the rest.of the
.claim.

4. Seat yourself to face the gioup and the rest of the class.

At the beginning of its lesson, tell the children in a sentence or
tvp,what will be coveced during,the S.

- 40. Present new wordi at the beeinning of tbe lesson (rather than
smiting until the children come'to thei in the reading).

7. Have all of the children repeat new words after therhave been
, presented* .*

8. ,Each newacliviti is explained in a step-by-step:fashion, asking
questions a each step to mak* sure that the childten understand.

9. Work with onelchild ai a time, minimising choral.responses.:

10. Call on 'childre:411.n order arO4nAhe.gr srather than randomlrto
read or.answer questions.

11. Choose volunteers to,answer dente questions.\

/
12. Choose volunteers gor reading turns: .

13. *choose vollateers to give personel experiences or opinions.

14. Occasionally ask child to comment on or add to another child's
response.

% .

.,I.

.15. When i arid calls out an answer out of 'turn, ignoie the.answer orremind the child to watt her/his turn.
;

.

16. 'On a given day, If some children learn the lesson faster than
others, dismdss them from the group early so you can worlo more
ctosely with the others.

17; Choose a child who has.already achieved certain 'objectives a d*
question her/him in frOrkt. ofthe group so that-the students can
serve as a model for the other children.

51!
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18. 'Arrow for tutorial help for student's who.do ;sot meiti the lidion !...
..

',
objecitivei within the readi4g.group. s.

.

.. *

i I * * i . . . .

' O.. In dri11, when e sbi d oesn't respond to kquestion Ar answers-
44Co#victly, tive,...t intr. i. . .... . ,

. ( .460- / 4 . . .0
: ,.:.1.. - ,...;- _. ,... . . .

'Al. Inikitriki#44MsAr,c peen t respond'to i 'question or answers'
'inomrklectly; give.** cXde. . .

, ' ,
.

. .,

.

.. .,

21. In a drill, ithen a child doesn't responi to a qdestion or'answers.
.

iticorreqly, ask another child.%*
.

.
... .

, .. . ".

22. /n a. slOwer lesson .when a chi/d doesn't respond 0,a question or.
..*Pone Incorrectiy, give the answer..

-

23.. In a slower lesson, when a child doesn't
redponds licorrectlyvgive a clue.

24. :In slower lesson when chil&doesn't

respond io a question or

respond to a question or
responds incorrectly, ask another child.

25. After a. child responds correctly, repeat the answers.'

20. 'When yoki praise a cbild for something, specify what wasiood.

S.

27. When yougcritidise a child for something, specify what.should have
.bein done instead.

.

II: Teachers° opinions of the instructional-model
,

. ,

After the self-rerings were completed, the toecher_was &eked for,hersa
1

*pinion of each suggestion and its adventaess and ditadvantages.

III. Tea.shere_ descri andum mat rials

.

39. How did leu select the-basal series that you deed?

40: Do you'have adequate access to.thes. materials (basal readeip,
workbooks, etc.)? Thatja, are there%enough books for every child
to use.whenever desirabri; ()rare there 'constraints due to short

*supply, teaSlingt scheduling, etc.?

What reading activities occur besides morning seatwork and ;reading
group activities? for each acttvity, how often doe's it occur, and
does everyone in tbe class participate?

r

4,1

41. supplementary readers and, other booki

42. library activities focusing on reading

43.. listening center

t t \
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44. afternOon seatwork (reading)(

41. afternoon reihing group

46. other

.

47. (If supplementarrreaders mentioned above) Art the supplementary' '

nadirs systematically assigned? That isv are the children
.expected to iiad.them,as part.of an astignment, or are theylgiven
free choide to read?

*48. (If supplementary.teaders mentioned above) What records are kept,
if any?

.

49. (If librafy actiiritiewmentoloned hbove)lihat recoids Are kept of
children's library reading, if any?

The next.eight questions deal with situations that teachers often
encounter, when questioning students in the reading group.

0

.r-s. 50. What do you do with a child who has just read a page in the bsal
to you, but who cannot cotmectly answer any comprehension

% queetions?

51. HoW do you encourage a child who reads one word at a time in a
monotone to read in phrases and with expression?

. .

52: 'If a child is afraid to attack any unknown words lest he or eke
gets them wrong, how do you deal with this fear? This ii the child
who will mit attempt a word until he or she is certain it will be
correct.

53. What do you do with a child who make9 a habit of wildly and
impulsely guessing at unknown words?

when a child cannot read a word during oral readtng, yhu*may'help
through phonecs or context clues, you may tell the word, or'you may call
on another child to give the word. We will ask which you would use and
when.

54. When should phonics clues be used?

55. When should context clues be usad?

56. -When should the word be given.to the child?

57. When should another child be Called upon?
S.

56. How do you feel about pointing or the use of markers in firstlrade
.. reading?

59. How do,you form reading groups at the beginning of they year?,

60. How and why do you change the groups after they are formed?

1 .4
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61. How do) you determine the else of your reading groups?

62. Is thers'ad ideaLsize, with Which you itank you can function best?,

63. .What determines theamOunt time spent with each group?

.64. Do yowcall Sor your groups in any particular otder each day or
dois the group order vary? /-

65. Whit'determines the order tn which the groups are taught?

66. Now do you deal with children working in the classroom who A'sk you
. for he* while you are teaching a reading group?

67. How do you deal with disturbances in the classroom while you, are
teaching a reading group?

I am ,goins to name sevarat activities which can occur in reading giOups.
Rate the iiportance of each activity on a scale of-1 to 5 with 1
meaning "ot.little importance" aid 5 meaning "of much importance." Rate .

the iiportance of each activity at each of two different points in the
progress of the group: the fits; Ore-primer and the first reider. Why
do.you feel this way? 0,

..

First Ore-erimer First reader

68. Word-Recognition Drill 1 2 3 4 5 1 '2 2, 4 5

69.. 'Why?

10. Comprehension questions 1 2 3 4. 5 1 2 3 '4 5

. . .

. . 71. Why? .

4 .

,

e \ 22. Workbook/worksheets .

dontin groui 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

. o

ihy?

Nd
74t Group discuosions

75. Why?

76. Games //

Why?

78. Oral reading

79. Why?

80. Sileitt reading.

81. Why?

-46-

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 .2 3 4 .5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 1 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
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82. Rereading of storie,

My?

Firstpre-primer First reader

.1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5.

We are collecting teachers' teggestions of special tricks or techniques
which they have found to be effective in particular situations.

0
84. 'Are there:some specific tricks theX tan be use to motivhbe a

group or a single child?

85. Are there specific.tricks or techn/quds that.you have found
useful for classroom,maeagement during reading period when you
are with a group and'the.other children are in the.classroom?

86. Are there techniques thdare especially appropriate and bene-
.

ficial for-"reading groups that are.having difficulty in
learning to read?

.

87.,,Are there strategies that you find work best with accelerated
grows of. readers?

4,Many first graders are taught to read with a bdsal reading series in a
reading group. We would tike your opinions About the. appropriateness ofthis approach.

88. First, what'do you see'as advantages of using reading groups?

89. What.disadvantagesiare them to using reading grodps?

90. Is there anythrng that'you would like to change abbut'or add
to'the use of reading groups to ptsch.beginning rikding?

91. What are the advantages of using a basal reading series?

92. What are the,disadvantages ct using a basal.reading series?

93. Is there anything that you would like to change abdUt or add
to the.basal-rehding series?

94. In everv class, there are some thildren who have not learned
to read by lund of the firstwarade. If there are such -

'children in class, why do you think that they have not
learned to read?

95. What suggestions would you make to next year's teacher of
these.childretl?

ae

?
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Rank the following in order of importance to you as a teacher of first
, grade reading. (1 ihdicates what you find most important.) .,

0

1 96.1 The childacquires an appreciation of and love for reading.

97. The child acquires the.basic skills necessary to becoming an
independent reader.

98. The child develops good work habits41oluding tho ability to
work cooperatively pith others. 1

99. The child acquires a work-ecieniation add mbtivationsthat.
enables him or her to isucceed in later.schooling and inlife.

IV. Personal and miscell mous

100.k...v you have a student teachei or observer who taught reading id
A of your clasie Which/groups did he/she work with, when, and

- for how long? s
0

101. How long have you beenteaching?

total .

8.

first gracle.

k
102.4. What areftr Praessional plans?

103. Are Vlerd other aspects of teaching first grade that you find
important, but thatIte have not tientionedt What other suggestions
chuld you makm; to other first grade teachers?

. 4
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